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I guess I am sometimes what you might 
call reactionary to events or happenings. 

were his whole life. Hal was not a reli-
-

way to live. 
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as well as our thoughts of vengeance.
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while thirsting for vengeance. 
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from Hermiston. These guys were pros at 
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Coleman. He felt the announcer spent so
-

-

Col nist Barrie alle is a working
owboy in Wallowa Co nty.

Victim cooled a vengeful mob
OPEN RANGE
 
Barrie Qualle

Letters to the Editor

-

Rumors of a possible impending visit to Justice William 
O. Douglas at his summer home by President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt could not have been reported in the Chieftain’s 
Aug. 2, 1945, issue, an alert reader of our weekly Out of the 
Past column pointed out. FDR died in April 1945. It turns 
out that all the material presented under the 1945 date in last 
week’s column was actually from August 1944. The Chief-
tain regrets the error.

Correction
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